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Recommended reading

I Chalmers (2013), What is this thing called Science?, Ch. 15.

I Godfrey-Smith (2003), Theory & Reality, Ch. 12.

Wednesday:

I van Fraassen (1980), The Scientific Image, Ch. 2.
For fans only: Ch. 4.

I Laudan (1981), ‘A Confutation of Convergent Realism’.

Next week:

I Fine (1984), ‘The Natural Ontological Attitude’.

I Worrall (1989), ‘Structural Realism: The Best of Both Worlds?’
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Five species of realism

I Metaphysical realism. The world, including unobservable entities,
exists independently of how conscious agents (e.g. humans) think or
talk about it.

I Semantic realism. Language and thought refer to an autonomous
world, including unobservable entities.

I Epistemological realism. It is possible to have knowledge of an
autonomous world, including unobservable entities.

I Aspirational realism. At least one of the goals of scientific inquiry
should be the development of theories about the world, including
unobservables, that are true.

I Optimistic realism. Our current scientific theories are true, or at
least approximately true.
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Five species of realism

Aspirational
realism

↘
Epistem. → Semantic → Metaphysical
realism realism ←? realism

↗
Optimistic

realism

(‘→’ indicates entailment)
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Who is a realist/anti-realist?

I Logical positivism – semantic anti-realism (the verification
principle)

I Popper, Lakatos – aspirational, but not optimistic, realism
(“conjectural realism”)

I Kuhn – metaphysical anti-realism or conjectural realism? (PGS)

I Feyerabend, SSK – metaphysical anti-realism?

I Bayesianism – no commitment

I Laudan – epistemological realism(?) but not aspirational or
optimistic

I van Fraassen – epistemological anti-realism, but semantic realism

I Fine – semantic anti-realism?

I Worrall – optimistic and aspirational realism, but selective.
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Selective optimism and approximation

I It may be argued that certain theories or disciplines are more
conducive to optimism than others, or that anti-realist arguments
have more bite in some disciplines but not others.

I Some disciplines may be more vulnerable to revolutions than others:
e.g. geology vs. theoretical physics.

I Some disciplines may be more vulnerable to bias than others:
e.g. psychiatry or evolutionary psychology vs. organic chemistry.

I It may be argued that it is reasonable to be realist about some
aspects of theories but not others. E.g. Worrall’s “structural
realism”; Hacking’s “entity realism”.

I It may be argued that optimism about the exact truth of theories is
unrealistic, but that optimism about approximate truth is
warranted.

I ‘France is shaped like a hexagon.’ (J. L. Austin)
I The challenge: to provide a notion of approximate truth that is

cogent and does not boil down to pure empirical success.
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The “No Miracles” Argument

I (An argument for optimistic realism)

I (P1) Our scientific theories have been successful – in particular, they
have made successful novel predictions. (Einstein’s prediction of the
advance of Mercury’s perihelion; Dirac’s prediction of the positron;
. . . )

I (P2) This success would be a miracle (i.e. extremely unlikely) if
those theories were not at least approximately true/did not refer to
real unobservables. I.e. our best explanation of the success of these
theories is that they are at least approximately true/they genuinely
refer to unobservables.

I (C) Therefore, very probably, our scientific theories are at least
approximately true/genuinely refer to unobservables.
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IBE and the underdetermination of theory by data

I Inference to the Best Explanation, a.k.a. abductive inference.

I The “No Miracles” Argument can be construed as a “meta-IBE” on
the history of science.

I The IBE as a traditional realist tool to avoid the
under-determination of theory by data.

I IBE and scientific realism as a coherent package.

I The almost-winning lottery ticket.

I van Fraassen’s “evolutionary” explanation for the success of science.
I General vs. specific explanations
I Success was not guaranteed!
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The “No Miracles” Argument – a base-rate fallacy?

Consider the “No Miracles” Argument as a probabilistic one:

I p(success|truth) is high, maybe even 1 (?)

I p(success|false) is low (?)

I p(truth) is high (?)

I ⇒ p(truth|success) is high.

I (replace truth with referential if preferred).

I What do we mean by success? Is it possible that p(success|truth) is
low?

I What is our population: all actually developed scientific theories?
All possible theories?

I If all actually developed theories, then is p(success|false) really low?
(See next slide.)

I If all possible theories, then is p(true) really high?

I p(truth|success)
p(truth) may be high, but p(truth|success) still be low.

I Isn’t any case of a successful but false theory problematic for the
realist?
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The Pessimistic (Meta-) Induction

I (An argument against optimistic realism. Warning: for Laudan
“epistemological” realism = optimistic realism)

I (P1) Of the theories we have developed, the false/nonreferring
successful ones greatly outnumber the approximately true/genuinely
referring successful ones.

I (C1) Therefore (by induction), any successful theory is likely to be
false/nonreferring.

I (C2) Therefore our current theories are likely to be
false/nonreferring.
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The Pessimistic (Meta-) Induction

Laudan’s (1981, p. 33) examples of successful but false/non-referential
theories:

I the crystalline spheres of ancient and medieval astronomy;

I the humoral theory of medicine;

I the effluvial theory of static electricity;

I ‘catastrophist’ geology, with its commitment to a universal (Noachian)
deluge;

I the phlogiston theory of chemistry;

I the caloric theory of heat;

I the vibratory theory of heat;

I the vital force theories of physiology;

I the electromagnetic aether;

I the optical aether;

I the theory of circular inertia;

I theories of spontaneous generation.
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Escaping the Pessimistic (Meta-) Induction?

I Focus on “mature” theories. We may then deny the inference for
“mature” theories. But how to make a notion of “maturity”
non-vacuous?

I Be selective about truths/reference. We may then deny that
previous theories were false/nonreferring about the things that
matter. But what can we be selective about, save empirical success?
(Kuhn again on limiting cases)
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Constructive empiricism

van Fraassen’s version of “scientific realism”:

Science aims to give us, in its theories, a literally true story of
what the world is like; and acceptance of a scientific theory
involves the belief that it is true. (SI, p. 8)

(So van Fraassen sets “scientific realism” = aspirational realism)

van Fraassen’s constructive empiricism:

Science aims to give us theories which are empirically adequate;
and acceptance of a theory involves as belief only that it is
empirically adequate. (SI, p. 12)

I Compatible with semantic realism.

I Opposed to positivism/instrumentalism, since these deny semantic
realism.
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Theory/Observation Dichotomy

I observational/theoretical — a distinction between terms;

I observable/unobservable — a distinction between things.

van Fraassen: Observational language may be theory-laden, but this does
not prohibit a cogent observable/unobservable distinction.

Maxwell’s slippery slope:
I looking through an open window;

I looking through a window pane;

I looking through glasses;

I looking through binoculars;

I looking through a microscope;

I looking through an electron microscope.

van Fraassen: this shows only that ‘observable’ is a vague predicate.

I Clear cases and counter-cases: Jupiter vs. subatomic particles.

I ‘Observable’ may well be relative to an epistemic community.
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Against IBE

Claim: IBE is a rule we follow in “ordinary” cases: science just extends
and systematizes this rule.

van Fraasen’s two objections:

I An empiricist rival: “we are always willing to believe that the theory
which best explains the evidence is empirically adequate.”

I In “ordinary” cases there is no difference between IBE and its
empiricist rival.

I IBE operates only with rival hypotheses (‘best’ is contrastive). For
any theory T , one such rival is ‘T is empirically adequate’. Why is
T better?

I p(T is e.a.) > p(T );
I p(E |T is e.a.) = p(E |T ) if E is about observables.
I Lipton: ‘best’ must mean not ‘likeliest’ but ‘loveliest’.
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Brute facts

You may say: ‘The empirical adequacy of T is in need of explanation. T
best provides this explanation.’

Why seek an explanation for the empirical adequacy of T and not the
truth of T ?

Explanations must stop somewhere: if at the truth of T , then why not
instead at its empirical adequacy?

Brute fact: a fact that does not stand in need of explanation (although
our belief in the fact may well stand in need of explanation!)

(Discussions of explanations to be continued. . . )
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Sellars’ thought experiment

I Specimens A and B of gold are observationally indistinguishable.

I Specimen A dissolves in aqua regia faster than specimen B.

I Wouldn’t it be reasonable to postulate that A and B have different
(unobservable) microstructures?

I If so, then we have a reason to believe explanations that go beyond
empirical adequacy.

I van Fraassen: it would be reasonable to postulate different
microstructures, but it is wrong to claim that the postulation has no
observable consequences.

I E.g. it would follow that a mixture of A and B dissolves at a rate in
between the rates of A and B.

I So we do not have an argument for the acceptability of explanations
that go beyond empirical adequacy.
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Fine on arguments for realism

I Ground level – IBE in particular cases, especially to explain
successful novel predictions.

I Methodological level – IBE on successful methods (for “mature”
science)

Arguments for realism at the methodological level must be more
stringent than the ground level to be compelling—to, e.g., an agnostic.
It’s no use appealing to a rule of inference that the anti-realist rejects.
(Cf. Hume on induction)
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The problem of the “small handful”

A problem for IBE at the methodological level.

At any given time in a scientific area, only a small handful of alternative
theories are under consideration, all of which have a “family
resemblance”, since they aim to capture the empirical successes of the
previous theory.

1. Why only a small handful?

2. Why demand family resemblance?

3. Why does this narrowing down work so well?

I Realist has no answer to (1). The anti-realist can cite our own
convenience.

I Realist answer to (2) may appeal to “approximate truth”, but why
not just appeal to empirical success?

I Neither realist nor anti-realist has an answer to (3): the success of
novel predictions cannot (by definition!) be explained by
inter-theoretic connections.
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Realism and progress

I Relativity and quantum mechanics developed precisely because of an
anti-realist orientation among Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, etc.

I Realism as a conservative/regressive force in science? (Cf. PGS:
anti-realism is conservative/regressive).

I But we can distinguish: realism vs. realism about X .
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The “core position”

‘What is it to accept the evidence of one’s senses and, in the
same way, to accept confirmed scientific theories? It is just to
take them into one’s life as true, with all that implies
concerning adjusting one’s behaviour, practical and theoretical,
to accommodate these truths.’ (p. 35)

I Fine: realists and anti-realists alike can tow this line.

I Realists and anti-realists only differ as to what they add to this core
position. So why not just endorse the core position? – the Natural
Ontological Attitude.

I NOA provides no account of the success of science.

I NOA provides no theory of meaning or of truth, beyond the
minimalist accounts.
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Minimalism about truth

I ‘Snow is white’ is true (in English) iff snow is white.

I ‘Grass is green’ is true (in English) iff grass is green.

I . . .

Minimalism/deflationism: this is all there is to say about truth.

I Correspondence theory of truth: p is true iff it corresponds to the
facts.

I Coherence theory of truth: p is true iff it is part of a coherent
system of propositions.

I Pragmatist theory of truth: p is true iff belief in p is useful.
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Understanding NOA

I Does NOA entail the rejection of other theories of truth, or is it
compatible with all of them?

I Is this reconciliation through ambiguity?

I What about constructive empiricism?
I Does NOA embrace constructive empiricism? How can it do that

without erasing the distinction between belief and acceptance? How
can it do that without endorsing a semantic anti-realism?

I Does NOA entail the rejection of constructive empiricism? If so, how
does it constitute a “core position”?

I What about the “no miracles” argument?
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Worrall and Structural realism

Worrall: both the “no miracles” argument and the pessimistic induction
must be taken seriously.

It is important for (optimistic) realism that theory change is “essentially
cumulative”.

I We do seem to have cumulativity at the empirical level (even Kuhn
agreed with this!).

I But there are “sharp changes of an entirely non-cumulative kind at
the top theoretical levels.”

I Can we find cumulativity at something other than just the empirical
level?
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Structural realism

Worrall’s strategy against Laudan’s list of failures:

I Eliminate examples of “immature” science. Science is “mature” only
when it begins making successful novel predictions (in the
Lakatosian sense). E.g.: Newtonian cosmology, Fresnel’s wave
theory of light, . . .

I For the remaining entries, seek some continuity with current theories.
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Structural realism

‘There was an important element of continuity in the shift from
Fresnel to Maxwell—and this was much more than a simple
question of carrying over the successful empirical content into
the new theory. At the same time it was rather less than a
carrying over of the full theoretical content or full theoretical
mechanisms (even in “approximate” form). And what was
carried over can be captured without making the very
far-fetched assumption . . . that Fresnel’s theory was “really”
about the electromagnetic field all along. There was continuity
or accumulation in the shift, but the continuity is one of form
or structure, not of content.’ (p. 117)
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Structural realism

I Motion of bits of ether 7→ electric field.

I But the equations of motion are the same.

I More generally, the equations of previously successful theories can be
recovered from the equations of the new theory in some appropriate
limit. (Recall Newton and Einstein in Kuhn’s discussion.)

I There is now no pessimistic induction on the mathematical structure
of theories—since this is preserved over theory change.

I Recovering equations in limits as an account of “approximate
truth”?

I Can we distinguish content from structure in the way required?

I What about non-mathematical theories?
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